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WHERE THERE’S A WILL...

his month’s cover features the
Ehrlich Brothers, two German
magicians whom I predict you
will be hearing a lot about in
the next few months. Those of you
who keep an eye out for any
magic you can see on TV may have
already seen them perform on
Prince Charles’s birthday show last
autumn (fun fact: Prince Charles is
a magician and a Member of The
Magic Circle, and he was made to
do an audition before he was let
in). And I suspect some of you
might be going to see their
stadium show at Wembley later
this month. They are remarkable performers, not least for their ability to
make magic work for audiences that are tens of thousands of people
strong, and you can read all about them (as well as the extraordinary
Chris Cox) in this month’s Cover Conjurers.
Something else that will take place this month, albeit with a slightly (!)
smaller audience, is The Magic Circle’s Young Magician of the Year
competition. This is widely thought of as the competition for a young
magician to make their reputation at and it is lovely to see so many YMC
Members through to the final. I always say that the best reason to enter a
competition is to improve your own magic, rather than to compete
against others, so whilst I offer good luck to all and congratulations to
the winner I think it is most important to congratulate everyone who has
got through to the final on the achievement and to celebrate the
improvements they will all have made to their magic because of being in
the competition.
Finally, in this issue of Secrets we feature the second Conversation
Starters column. The idea is to pick a subject that is interesting and/or
important for you to think about and then find out what your views are
on it. I was delighted by the response to the first column but would love
to hear from even more of you this time. Remember, there is no right or
wrong answer when it comes to these questions, so read this month’s
piece on character and props and then drop me an e-mail with your
thoughts.

Dr Will Houstoun MIMC
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
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KEVIN’S COLUMN

number of you are
turning semiprofessional which
is great if you are
good enough to do so!
There are, though, too
many magicians going
out into the world and
charging professional
rates who are not up to
the mark. This is giving
themselves, other local
magicians and magic in
general a bad name. And
I am not just talking
about young magicians
here; I am talking about inexperienced or poor performing adults!
Most professionals say that to get experience you need to get
out there and work. That is very true but in gaining that

news

T

YMOTY

he Young Magician heats were held in February and
six finalists were chosen. They are: Adam Black, Dunblane,
Perthshire; Ryan Jackson, Stock, Essex;
Theo Mellor, London W11; Robbie Stevens, Bungay,
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experience your potential bookers
should know your age and
experience and your fee should
reﬂect this. In my local area, there
is someone who puts himself out for
professional shows even though he is
a very poor performer and someone
who rarely gets repeat bookings and, I
suspect, the booker is unlikely to book
another magician any time soon. My
advice to Members of The Young
Magicians Club is to meet up with potential
bookers ﬁrst so that they can see just who they are
booking, make it clear to them that you are
currently building up hours of working experience
and be willing to work for low fees, just tips or even
free whilst you are doing so. Many restaurants will
be happy for you to gain
this hugely valuable time

C

Close-up Magicians of the Year 2019

ongratulations to joint-first-place winners in The Magic
Circle Close-up Magician of the Year, Matthew le
Motée and Paul Pickford, as well as Robert Pound who
placed third. A full report of the evening will follow in
the Clubnight section of these pages in due course.

Suffolk; Zach Weaver, Loughborough; and
Amos Wollen, Ramsgate. The Final will take place on 7 April
at 6 pm. The Judges are Geoffrey Durham, Moira Fletcher,
Richard Cadell and Anthony Owen.

with the public for free whilst allowing
you to keep any tips you receive
(but clear this with the
owner/manager ﬁrst)!
And on the subject of going out
professionally, I have recently had to
speak to two YMC Members about
their use of our name and logo in
their publicity whether it is online or
in printed materials such as
brochures. Please be aware that you are
not a member of The Magic Circle. A tough
entrance examine is required and you must
not claim to be a member even when just
talking to people.
It is not permitted to refer to The Young
Magicians Club as the Young Magic Circle or
the Junior Magic Circle. It is neither of those.
Also, you are not allowed to use the logo of

what’s on
at the circle

Full details of all public events and booking
rates can be found at
www.themagiccircle.co.uk

P

The Young Magician of the Year Finals
7 April

art of The Magic Circle’s Youth Initiative, the
Competition, which is held every other year,
attracts entries from some of the finest
young magicians in the country, competing
for what many regard as the best prize in British
magic: the title ‘The Magic Circle Young
Magician of the Year’, four years free
membership of The Magic Circle (on reaching their
eighteenth birthday), a trip to the McBride Magic &
Mystery School and the award itself, the Derrick
Speight Trophy. Recent winners include Ben
Hart, Paul Dabek, Steve Dela,
Michael Jordan, Ben Proos,
Sebastian Walton, Leah Mae
Devine and current holder,
Dean Leavy.
Matinee at 14:30 and
evening performance
at 18:00.

The Magic Circle. Only full adult members of The Magic Circle may
do so, and the logo is protected by copyright laws.
As guidance, the wording you are allowed to use is:
“… is a Member of the Young Magicians Club which is part of
the youth initiative of The Magic Circle.”
Also we are very happy for you to use the red logo of The Young
Magicians Club in your publicity so long as it is not
edited in any way.
So, by all means make yourself available to
perform to the public but show respect to your
bookers and other professional performers.
Build up your “air-time” and have fun whilst
doing so.
Enjoy your magic!

T

Close-Up Magic at The Magic Circle
12, 13, 26 April, 16 May

his event showcases some of the best close-up magicians
available and audiences get to meet the performers and
experience the magic in the intimate setting of the
headquarters of the world-famous The Magic Circle in
London, often taking part themselves. An amazing collection of
close-up magicians presenting superlative magic right before
your very eyes. Seeing is believing!
Doors open 7pm, event starts at 7.30pm and finishes at
approximately 9.30pm.
All shows are of a universal nature and young enthusiasts are
welcomed, over the age of ten.

A

At Home with The Magic Circle
9 April, 14 May

regular evening of mystery and wonder
featuring some of the club’s top magicians.
This event features history, close-up and
stage entertainment.
Doors open at 7pm and the Club Room bar and
museum are open. Parlour magic begins at 7.30pm.
During the interval, The Magic Circle museum and the
Club Room bar are open once again and you’ll have a
chance to explore the fabulous headquarters.
Then it’s time for a dazzling show in The Magic
Circle theatre to finish off your evening.
Individuals can book online.
Suitable for ages fourteen
and above.
Dean Leavy
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CHRIS WARDLE

trick
M

any of you
may know the
old stunt or
bar bet where
three cups are placed
in a line, with the
middle cup upside
down. (If you do not
know it then skip to
the end of this article
for a brief description,
then come back to
here…)
With the original puzzle, in the beginning position of the
problem, one cup is upside down and the other two are right
side up on either side. The objective is to turn all of the cups
so that they face the same way. Because you set up the cups
differently for the spectator, they cannot complete the
challenge.
What people usually don’t know, is that there is an
extension to the puzzle, using 7 cups, which is just as fun and
far less known to an audience. You can also add a little magic
into the routine, too. You can either use this as a stand-alone
item, or as a follow on to the original three cup version.
Line up seven plastic cups in a row, all with their mouths
upwards.
Challenge a spectator to turn them all mouth-down, in
three ‘goes,’ always turning over three at a time in each go.
Unless they know the secret, which is extremely unlikely, they
will fail.
Here is how you now succeed… The secret is to turn over
one cup (number 3) three times during the sequence! You
make your three moves like this:

Step one – Turn over cups 1, 2 and 3.
Step two – Now turn over cups 3, 4 and 5.
Step three – Finally turn over cups 3, 6 and 7.
The cups will now be all mouth down!

To add a little extra magic, obtain a small piece of white
upholstery foam and cut it into two small cubes, so that they
resemble sugar cubes. (Some starter magic kits for children
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Seven Cup Saucery

have cubed foam sponges in the sets, so you may have some
of these already.) You can easily conceal these in your closed
ring and little fingers, whilst leaving your thumb, index and
middle fingers free to grip and turn the cups. As you complete
the turning sequence, use the load move for the cups and
balls to load the sponge cubes under cup 3 for the final turn.
If you bet the person a cup of tea that you can complete the
puzzle then, after you have proved your success, you can then
lift this cup and say – I take mine with sugar! This gives a
magical surprise and turns a puzzle into an actual effect.

The Three Cup Puzzle

The three cups problem is a mathematical puzzle that you can
make possible or impossible at any time. The objective is to
turn all three cups right side up in no more than six moves,
turning over exactly two cups at each move.
If you want it to be possible then arrange the cups as
shown in figure 1… but when you challenge a friend arrange
them as in figure 2. It will then be impossible for them to
solve but possible for you. When you do solve it, however,
make sure you make it seem complicated so it looks like there
is a real challenge.
Figure 1

Figure 2

The Seven Cup Sequence
Starting Position

Step one

Step two

Step three
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wonders from the workshops
YMC Workshop

T

Saturday 23 February 2019

he workshop this month was the annual auction, with YMC
Members bringing in their old, unwanted magical items to
sell… and raise money to buy other people’s old unwanted
items! With Kevin in the auctioneer’s chair business flowed

smoothly and there was also a
competition in the morning, with Sam
Saffron winning the 14s-and-over section
and Jake Allen winning the under-14s.

Jake A
llen

YMC WORKSHOP

J

March 2019 Under 14s winner Markos Beebe
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queueing space, the Members were left
to form a splodge-like line that somewhat
resembled a snake in a tumble dryer. But
they waited patiently still for the 11
o’clock start. At half past eleven, the
doors opened and the Members scurried

in, delighted by the unusually early
entrance.
As a newly appointed Mentor (subtle
brag) it was down to me to make a list of
competitors for the monthly competition.
It was really nice to see how many first-

s

ust a fortnight after the annual
auction, the dingy street of
Stephenson Way was yet again
enveloped by a rabble of young
magicians. But due to roadworks for the
HS2 construction taking up the normal

Saturday 9 March 2019 Reported by Sam Saffron

Dawud Hussain

March 2019 14s and Over winner Maximus Brister

YMC WORKSHOP DATES 2019

Saturday 13 April 2019
Saturday 4 May 2019 *PLEASE NOTE THE
CHANGE IN DATE

Saturday 15 June 2019
Saturday 13 July 2019 *
Saturday 14 September 2019
J-Day heats. *
Sunday 20 October 2019 J-Day.
Saturday 23 November 2019
Mentors Day. *

NB All dates with* are Ali Bongo
show dates.
For Members only. Workshop fee
£10.00 paid on the day. Workshops will
run from 11am – 4pm and will be held
at The Magic Circle HQ
(address on page three).
Be sure to bring packed lunch
(drinks will be provided free), a deck of
cards, notebook and a pen as minimum

Jack Mawson assisted by Zach Chung

requirements for the day.
Please note: you must register in
advance for each workshop when you
receive the email opening registration
(normally one week before the
workshop). You will receive
confirmation that you have successfully
gained a place. Email:
chairman@youngmagiciansclub.com

If you would like to report on a Young Magicians Club Workshop e-mail me at editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
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timers took part this month and how well
they did! The under-14s winner was
Markos Beebe, whose act utilised a
scarcely used part of a card box: the bar
code. It was an excellently performed
trick with a kicker ending! And the
winner of the 14s-and-over category
went to Maximus Brister, who performed
a mentalism effect which required great
stage presence and some brilliant
telepathy or, as it was less delicately
known, stooging.
The lecturers this month were fantastic.
The Devant Room welcomed the
wondrous Dave Loosley and Luke O’Neill
whilst The Theatre was to welcome back
the funny and frequent lecturer, Martin
Cox.
Dave Loosley taught directly from his
Dave Loosley
repertoire whilst demonstrating ways to
boost creativity. Many of his tricks were
well-known to some of the Members yet
his presence and talent made them just
as fun as if seeing them for the first time.
He started with his card to skittles trick
before showcasing one of his original
effects that was soon to be released,
followed by an effect he calls Crazy
Keepsake which he taught in his
knockout lecture notes, Creative
Collective. He also gave an excellent idea
to think creatively. He said to go to a
pound shop and buy a selection of
random items. Go home with them and
see what you can make. Maybe have a
magic friend round to mull over ideas
with. It was
Luke O'Neill
great to see
Martin Cox
Dave back
makes a return soon!
and I hope he
Opposite Dave was Luke O’Neill, who
not only works for Dave Bonsall at
PropDog but also works at children’s
parties and the latter is exactly what
his lecture was about. He talked
about the links between magic for
children and adults. He started with a
professor’s nightmare routine and
seamlessly demonstrated how
the patter and timing can
drastically shift your
demographic. The same was
done with a sponge ball
routine followed by a
card trick.
Luke prefaced his act by saying
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that whilst very few of us may aspire to
be a children’s magician, you will or may
have already been asked to “Do a quick
trick for the kids” during an event. Luke
set out to get us prepared and I found the
lecture truly invaluable.S
Finally, we saw Martin Cox in The
Theatre who took on Al Prendo’s original
topic which was making close-up magic
into stage magic. The lecture included an
excellent card trick for stage as well as
his handling and patter for the ring and
rope routine. Martin’s blend of comedy
and his disregard for political correctness
made his lecture very enjoyable indeed
and a wonderful way to end the day. See
you all in April!
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Adam Black

Dunblane, Perthshire

Ryan Jackson
Stock, Essex

Theo Mellor
London W11

Robbie Stevens
Bungay, Suffolk

Zach Weaver
Loughborough

Amos Wollen
Ramsgate
For getting through to the final of The Magic Circle Young Magician of the Year 2019
and best of luck for the competition!
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IAN ADAIR

trick
E

ver wanted to
perform the
classic effect Card
to Wallet, where a
spectator’s card
mysteriously appears
inside your wallet? You
may well have been
put off because you
require a special
leather wallet which is
usually expensive. Or
perhaps you don’t fancy having to palm the signed card and
secretly get it into the wallet. Don’t despair… my version
doesn’t involve any of those things!
In fact, you don’t really require a wallet of any kind.
A sealed envelope will do.

Effect

Let’s say we use an envelope rather than a wallet (however, a
wallet can be used).
The envelope is first shown and displayed upright
throughout the procedure. A spectator freely selects a card
from a genuine deck, writing her signature on its face. The
spectator is asked to insert her signed card anywhere within
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Oh So Easy
Card to Wallet

the deck, which is then shuffled. The deck is squared up and
you quickly flick through it. “Did you see your card leave the
deck?” you ask. Whatever they answer you then open up the
envelope and show that a playing card is now inside – it’s the
spectator’s chosen signed card!
Since there is no force of card involved, a different card
may well be selected during repeat performances.

Requirements

A wallet or envelope, it’s up to you as both are un-faked!
A regular deck, preferably a poker-sized Bicycle one.
A double-backed card, which matches the back design of the
regular deck.
A permanent marker pen.

Set-up

Place the double-backed card inside the envelope, which can
be sealed.

Working and Performance

Display the sealed envelope and stand it upright against an
object such as an upturned clear tumbler.
Remove the deck from its case and display the cards back
and front. Hand the deck to a spectator to examine and
shuffle.

PAUL GORDON

Retrieve the deck and fan the
cards, face down. Ask the
spectator to freely select a
card. Hand the spectator the
marker pen and whilst you
turn away, ask her to sign
the face of the card. Face
the audience and request
that the spectator insert
her signed card
anywhere within the deck. When she does so
get a little-finger break above the card and then cut it to the
top of the deck (or use any other control that you prefer).
Next you give the impression of genuinely shuffling the
deck when, in fact, all you do is to false shuffle the deck, back
and forth, keeping the signed card in the top position. Make
a point of mentioning the fact that the chosen signed card is
lost within the deck. Square up the deck, faces downwards,
and grip it firmly in your left hand. Use the right-hand fingers
and thumb to flick through the deck, from top to bottom.
Whilst doing this, ask: “Did you see your card leave the
deck?”

Show your hands
empty and then pick up
the envelope and open it.
The audience will see the
back of a playing card.
Remove this card and at the
same time display the
envelope as empty.
As you do this causally place
the double-backed card on top
of the deck and recap what has
been done so far. With the deck
gripped in the left hand, use your
right-hand fingers and thumb to execute a double-lift (turning
two cards over as one). To the audience you are simply
reversing the card which came from inside the envelope. The
spectator will see that the face of the card is signed by her
and is the one she freely selected. Thanks to the doublebacked card, the remainder of the deck looks normal.
By all means present the spectator with her signed card, as
a magical souvenir.

trick
T

one to fifty-two. If you make it too low, it’s too easy for me.
Too high, and we’ll be here all night!” This patter is designed
so that he gives you a number from, say, ten to thirty, but it
doesn’t really matter what number he names. We’ll assume
he says twenty.
Hold the face-down deck in dealing grip, and swiftly deal
the top twenty cards into the right hand. It’s the right hand
that does the taking (Figure 1). Now, in Farelli’s original Veneri
Turn, the right hand would slap the cards face up to reveal
the selection. It’s a tad obvious. My addition is this: Once the
right hand holds the twenty-card block, place it onto the lefthand talon so it’s side-jogged to the right. The left thumb

s

his isn’t really an
ACAAN trick, and
the use of Farelli’s
Veneri Turn may
seem obvious.
However, using my
Veneri Turn Subtlety
makes it fairly
magical.
From a shuffled
deck, have a card chosen, and once returned, control it to the
top. As you jog-shuffle, say, “Please name any number from

Bluff ACAAN
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clamps it in position (Figure 2). Pause for time misdirection,
and ask for the name of the selection. Assume he says 5D.
With the thumb on top and fingers underneath, the right
hand picks up the side-jogged packet as the left thumb
riffles on the top outer left corner of the packet. It’s a

deceptive piece of business. As you do this, say, “You could
have named any number, but you chose twenty.” The left
fingers slide out the bottom card of the right-hand packet,
and slowly reveal it as being the 5D (Figures 3 and 4).
That’s it! A sneaky ACAAN, indeed.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4
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Conversation Starters
L

by Will Houstoun

ast month I we launched “Conversation Starters” in
Secrets, with the idea that it could lead to a discussion
between Young Magicians Club Members on the theory
of magic. The first topic was about the kinds of props that
you use in your show, and particularly the question of
whether you use everyday objects that people in your
audience recognise or more ‘proppy’ looking items.
One Member wrote to me suggesting that an interesting
approach to the props you use is the way they intersect with
different kinds of magical character. He said:

“

Perhaps you could develop on the topic and show how
within every type of prop user there are different characters
and presentation styles which increase each performer’s
magical ‘value’ and then perhaps pick out a few memorable
magicians out of each prop type and then show what makes
them so iconic and why each small action was deliberately
done in order to further enhance their character.

”

With that in mind here are a few examples of magicians
whose choice of props has a big impact on their performance
and character.

Max Malini

A famous story described Max Malini performing after dining
with some friends. At the end of the dinner he would perform
a short trick using a coin and his hat.
The idea was that he would cover the
coin with the hat and magically
make it turn over. Unfortunately he
would fail to do so until, after a
few tries, he would make a giant
block of ice appear under his
hat!
In this trick Malini’s choice of
props was carefully made to
make the trick more

impressive. Given he always wore a hat and someone would
lend him a coin, people would think he was making the trick
up as he went along. This, combined with the fact that he
hadn’t left the table in a few hours, would make the trick
incredibly surprising!

The Ehrlich Brothers

At the other end of the spectrum are the Ehrlich Brothers,
whom you will have read about elsewhere in this issue. In
one of their tricks they show a giant iPad inside of which they
are both trapped. The iPad is then lifted up and one of the
brothers visibly climbs out of the screen. Then a motorbike
appears on the screen and the second bother drives it out into
real life!
There is no way that anyone watching thinks any of the
props they are using are real, but the fact that people
recognise the iPad means that they enjoy the playful and
magical way that it is used in the story the trick tells.

Over to You...

Can you think of other magicians whose choice of props has a
big impact on the way the come across to an
audience? Or do you do a particular trick that
you think the props you use have a big
impact on?
E-mail me your thoughts to
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
and I will publish a selection in the
next Secrets as we continue our
conversation about magic!
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Cover Conjurers

Chris Cox left a ‘real’ job as a
producer at Radio 1 to chase his
dream, performing comedy mind
reading around the world. He now
works regularly with The
Illusionists as well as recently
launching his own TV mini-series
featuring mind reading for
children. Chris and I caught up
when he was touring Australia to
chat about his career. If you
haven’t heard of the Ehrlich
Brothers yet I predict that is soon
about to change. They perform in
huge stadiums around Germany
and, later this month, will appear
at Wembley stadium with their
mega magic show. As they often do
two shows in a day they were hard
to pin down, but they set aside an
hour to speak with me in between
their afternoon and evening shows.

Chris Cox: A Mind
Reader Who
Can’t Read
Minds
Interviewed by Will Houstoun

Will Houstoun: You’re currently on tour
in Australia, and were on tour in America
when we first tried to make this happen,
so thank you for taking the time to chat.
Before we talk about your current work,
though, I would love to learn about your
background. Am I right that you used to
work in radio?
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early to get my day done then travel to
wherever the show was. The BBC did also
give me a couple of career breaks, which
is when I made a pilot in LA, toured New
Zealand with my Edinburgh shows and
wrote my fifth solo show, Fatal Distraction.

Chris Cox: I was a producer for BBC
Will: Presumably you can only do both
Radio 1 for 10 years. As a kid I loved
theatre. I loved performing, I loved magic things for so long...
and I loved radio. And I always did those Chris: It was busy! When we shot the TV
things. When I was at university I used my show Killer Magic we were filming in
student loan to go and do a magic show Glasgow so I was there four days a week.
One of those days I was working
in Edinburgh.
remotely for Radio 1 and then the other
I was also working answering the
three days I was in London
phones at Radio Bristol. I loved
working at Radio 1 and doing
Radio 1, and I
AG I C
T HE M
shows. I spent about three
realised they were
months working seven days a
coming to do some
week split between London
shows from Bristol
and Glasgow. When
ahead of
Impossible, the West End
Glastonbury. I
theatre show, happened for
emailed them and
the first time, I was doing
asked if I could help.
eight shows a week while
They said, “No. Please
producing at Radio 1. On
don’t turn up.” But I did
a Saturday I would get
anyway and it turned
in to Radio 1 at 6:00
out they needed me!
COXRead Minds
S
I
R
H
’t
C r Who Can
and would produce
They offered me work
Reade
A Mind
Matt Edmondson, who
experience in London and
would be on air at 10:00. The show
the day I started the
would finish at 13:00 and I’d be at the
broadcast assistant had gone off sick. I
had been doing that job in Bristol so I did theatre for 13:30. We’d do the matinee at
it for them, impressed them and started a 14:30, I’d do the evening show and then I
would do the same the next day.
full-time job at Radio 1 when I finished
At that point I realised I would have to
university. Whilst I was still at university
make a choice because I was starting to
freelancing for them, it cost me more
have to turn down things I wanted to do
money to go to London and work than I
with magic.
was paid but it was worth it for the job.
Maga

zine

gi
e Ma
of Th
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c Circ
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UARY

2019

Will: And you were still doing magic?
Chris: Every year I would take the
summer off and go and do Edinburgh.
When I was touring I would go into work

Will: How did you pick between the two?
Chris: I felt like I’d done everything I
wanted to do at Radio 1. The decision to
leave a well-paid job with a pension and

the ability to get a mortgage was a tricky
one but at the moment it feels like the
right one. That feeling changes every
month though!

The Ehrlich
Brothers:
Bringing Record
Breaking Magic
to the UK
Interviewed by Will Houstoun

known for doing huge tricks in huge
venues. How did you get into that aspect
of magic?
Andreas: We always loved to build
illusions. Our father was an engineer and
a really wonderful machinist. He was
used to working very, very precisely. So, in
our early childhood, he could build all the
stuff I wanted to perform with. His only
condition was that I had to help him. I
had to stand beside him in the workshop.
On the other hand we don’t actually
only do that big stuff, we also love to
have comedy parts in our show. I started
doing ventriloquism a long time ago and
it is always part of our show.
Chris: We also both play instruments.
Music plays a big role in our show. We
both play the piano and
our father, who passed
T HE M
AG I C
away some years ago,
loved his accordion so
we have that as part
of the show.
Andreas: The real
theme of the show
is not how big it is
but that it’s about
our lives. We had
to share our lives
with the people.
THE E
BROTHHRLICH
In every illusion
ERS
we try to attach
the content to our real lives.
That’s what people always tell us. It’s not
only the big illusions or the comedy, I
think the people like having two brothers
on stage telling them about something
from their lives and having fun, too.

Will: So what was it that made you
decide to start working together?
Chris: It was one inquiry. I was asked to
perform in English, German and French
for a corporate show in Germany. I told
them I could do German and English but
if they wanted more then they would
need my brother... and that he would be
very cheap! And so we had our first show
together... we had so much fun.
What we really learned is that if you
work with someone then, when the show
is over, you won’t sit on your own at the
bar. You have your brother. You can talk
about problems in the show as well as
successes and that is really inspiring. We
discussed the idea of doing more shows
together and thought it seemed like a
good idea.
It was a step backwards financially
because in the following two years we
only performed together as a double act
but there were many shows we had each
already booked solo for a certain amount
of money. But we decided we would share
the money equally and have double the fun
even when we weren’t being paid so well.
Andreas: When you are two people in a
car driving home or driving to a show you
are so much more creative because you
talk about your interests and you talk
about magic. This was so inspiring and
creative, and gave us so much that we
Will: You must have a large team
decided only to continue to perform
working to make these shows happen...
as a duo, as two brothers.
Chris: Yes. Our team consists of 70 to 80
people. We have 13 lorries that contain
Will: In England I think you are best
all the illusions, the stage, the sound
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equipment, the lighting equipment, and
so on. And something that is really cool is
that this whole production is capable of
having two shows a day at different
venues one day after the other. Yesterday
we were at Ingolstadt, today we’re at
Nuremberg, and tomorrow we will be in
Leipzig. It took us many years to become
this efficient.
Will: How does that work? Do you have
multiple sets of props?
Chris: Some props exist twice but it’s
also about having an efficient logistics
system with all the lorries. We have crews
that only work nightshift, loading,
unloading and setting up. We have a
crew that only works during the show.
Will: One last question... Lots of
people will be wondering
why you decided to come
to England and go straight
to a huge venue, rather than
trying somewhere smaller
first.
Andreas: We are on the
German tour now and
everything is in the lorries.
Everything has its place and it
would be an enormous effort to
rearrange all of that, to rework
the staging, to develop a different
show... and we wanted to bring the
best of what we could do. So it
makes more sense to do our regular
show.
Chris: Downscaling is not that easy. You
will see the show we’ve performed a
couple of hundreds of times.
Andreas: And when we spoke to the
promoter about the venue and sales he
said, “No problem.” We believed him...
now we will see if he was right!
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Christmas ShoW 2018
The Magic Circle

T

he doors opened at 6:00 and by the
time I entered, at 6:15, The Magic
Circle Christmas Show was already in
full swing. Amusing the early arrivals
in The Clubroom were David Crofts, who
did card flourishes and tricks mixed with
intricate balloon modelling - a fish
blowing bubbles and a cheeky monkey and Louise Andrée Douglas with
Brainwave, Easy Money and Equal and
Unequal Ropes. Behind the merchandise
counter was perennial salesman Andy
Reay rendering a vanishing silk and
Dynamic Coins both entertaining and
eminently purchasable. Upstairs in The
Devant Room Marcus Morgan
orchestrated his flea circus, complete
with groan inducing puns and absurdist
feats of devil-may-care.
The main event in The Theatre began
with a bewildered member of the
audience trying to find his seat, before
settling himself on the stage to observe
us. This was Rafael’s first of three
excellent spots in which he combined
silent clowning with original sight gags. A
voiceover then introduced Danny Buckler

Rafael and Louise Andree Douglas
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Andy Reay

as compere who slickly presented a Cut
and Restored Rope routine while goodnaturedly berating the audience for their
lack of response.
Young Magician of the Year, Dean
Leavy, performed a manipulation act to
music with silks and Billiard Balls, both
reprised at the end by transforming a ball
into a silk. In between he did a Torn and
Restored Newspaper and floated a table.

and Puppet

Dean more than held his own amongst
his more mature colleagues.
Jamie Raven closed the first half with
an extended set of Five Card Repeat;
Stodare Egg; vanish of water over a
spectator’s head; a crowd-pleasing, mass
audience participation, torn card
matching trick; concluding with
Multiplying Bottles and paper cup to long
stream of silk. The people sitting next to
me had come all the way from
Basingstoke to see Jamie and were not
disappointed.
Following the half-hour interval, Rafael
displayed yet more of his skills with some
sentimental puppetry with a clown.
Danny returned to announce the raffle
prize winner and introduce the speciality
act, Storm Hooper; she performed at high
energy with five giant hoops that lit up in
exotic colours. Danny then did his own
extended spot, the main routine being his
very funny Chain of Doom escape with
the assistance of three children.
Rafael closed with the production of
doves from unusual places, such as a
large book and his shoe. Rings linked by

Jamie Raven

Danny Buckler

themselves on a coat hanger while he
vainly tried to link two rings himself.
There was a great optical illusion of
assuming that he was sitting when in fact
he was standing all along. Those
magicians (like myself) anticipating the
normal vanish of doves in a cage at the
finale were completely caught out as the
cage vertically extended of its own
volition and out stepped a fully erect
Louise Andrée Douglas. No idea!
With Katherine Rhodes, Darren Martin
and Scott Penrose orchestrating the

Marcus Morgan

Storm Hooper

Steve Allen

whole event, and sundry other
enthusiastic volunteers ensuring that all
the hidden aspects of putting on such a
packed-filled ensemble were slickly and
seamlessly conducted, there was a
palpable buzz of anticipatory
excitement and fully-realised
enjoyment throughout the
whole evening emanating
from the sold-out crowd.
Both The Magic Circle,
and magic generally,
emerged triumphant.

Dean Leavy
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reviews
Carey On!

by Jesse Feinberg

that shouldn’t take a lifetime to master, is another stand-out
move. John also runs through a brilliant timing force that I first
saw Stephen Tucker lecture on some years back — again, you
150 Min. DVD. $29.99 (£18) from your favourite dealer. Dealers
will use this.
contact Murphy’s Magic supplies, www.MurphysMagic.com.
Whether you’re new to card magic, intermediate or
Reviewed by Lewis Starnes
advanced, this DVD has something for you. John’s presentation
Carey On is the third outing from UK card man John Carey. His of the effects is quite stripped back as well so you’ll find
yourself making the material your own. The only negative I can
first two releases (Handle with Carey and 24 Seven) featured
say about Carey On is that arguably his first two releases
strong, practical, real-world card magic. John has a fairly stark
approach to his card magic, favouring simple, direct approaches featured more consistently strong material. That, however, is
more a reflection of how good the first two collections were,
to classic card plots. Whilst not self-working, the majority of
effects from his first two DVDs required no more than beginner this DVD is still very good. For my money, if you like good,
clean, practical card magic you should get all three.
to intermediate level sleights.
Carey on is more of the same. John presents fifteen new
effects in a bar to real spectators before going back-stage and
taking you step by step through the methods. Amongst the
The Streets
fifteen effects included are sandwiches, a lie detector plot,
by John Archer
classic ambition, a four of a kind production, Specially printed maps and instructions. $120 (£72) from your
a strolling packet trick, a couple of
favourite dealer. Dealers contact Murphy’s Magic supplies,
any card at any numbers
www.MurphysMagic.com
and more. You will
Reviewed by Ian Keable
find something
here to use!
A couple of years ago I was working at a magic convention
John also
when a fellow performer demonstrated that he had memorised
teaches some a street map of the town we were in. In his case it was an
pet moves for actual memory feat but, notable as it was, it didn’t really seem
an ambitious to make much impact on the audience. Having just received The
card routine.
Streets, I couldn’t help but think how much more impressive it
Of particular would have been if he had done that instead.
In case you hadn’t guessed it by now, The Streets is a book
note is a really
test with maps. To be precise, two maps: one purporting to be
nice, simple visual
The ABC of London, the other the Boston Street Guide. Both
move that gives the
books have a ‘map’ section and an ‘index’ section. With the
appearance of a selected outjogged
latter you can use an index peek to determine the top street on
card moving from the centre of the deck right up
to the top. One of the stand-out items is John’s any card at any any page; with the former, using the Mother of All Book Tests
principle, you can discover the name of any street on any map.
number routine featuring his illogical invisible countdown –a
In addition – which is probably a book test too far – with one
painfully simple way to have a selected card appear at any
number named by the spectator which is worth the price of the you can do a version of Hoy’s Tossed Out Deck.
As you would expect with any routine put out by John Archer,
DVD alone. You will almost feel guilty using this move!
the trick has been thoroughly worked in by the inventor. In
It’s also worth mentioning the toolbox section of the DVD,
a collection of useful moves that are used elsewhere in the
addition to John’s own very comprehensive notes and
routines. The Tommy Tucker Pass, a very deceptive card control
performance tips (no DVD to refer to, what a relief!), there is an
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The documentary traces Jay’s own career, starting with his
magical apprenticeship to his grandfather and following
through his interest in card technique, history and many of the
American masters of the twentieth century. Along the way Jay
shares his memories of the magicians who most influenced him
– performers like Slydini, Al Flosso, Dai Vernon, Cardini and
Charlie Miller. To help tell his story, Jay’s contemporaries and
collaborators also take to the screen and, during the course of
the film, you will see fascinating interviews with people like
Persi Diaconis, David Mamet and Michael Weber. Of course the
story is embellished with performances from Jay. A particular
highlight is his recital of the poem “The Game in the
Windowless Room,” a piece which whilst barely including any
magic still feels magical and highlights Jay’s extraordinary
ability as a speaker.
excellent routine by Luke Jermay called ‘The Knowledge.’ The
books are very well printed and do indeed look like genuine
Deceptive Practice is available online as a download but, if
maps – however I would be cautious about giving the London
you are going to get it, I would strongly recommend the DVD,
map to anyone who is familiar with the London A to Z.
which features several bonus items. These include a fascinating
Following receipt of The Streets, I did something which I’ve
recording of a Q&A with Jay, a previously unreleased piece of
never done before. I put it straight into my act with minimal
footage from his 52 Assistants show and discussions with both
rehearsal and little thought of what I was going to say. How did Jay and some of the other contributors to the documentary.
it go? Died the death of course. Never do that folks! But rest
As a magician it is wonderful to sit down with
assured that the failure had nothing to do with the trick –
Deceptive Practice and see the subject
which I thoroughly recommend.
you love treated with
such interest,
depth and
Deceptive Practice
respect. I would
by Ricky Jay
imagine that a
88 min DVD. $29.95 (£17.80) from your favourite dealer. Dealers
non-magician who
contact Murphy’s Magic supplies, www.MurphysMagic.com.
watched the film
Reviewed by Will Houstoun
would discover a
new interest and
For many people who read this magazine the name Ricky Jay
respect for magic
will be enough of a reason to dash out and buy this DVD. If you through a novel
are one of those people then don’t wait to read the rest of the
appreciation for its
review – just go out and buy it. If not read on to find out why
depth. This makes
you should get a copy, too.
Deceptive Practice a
It is well worth noting that Deceptive Practice is not a magic DVD that it is very easy
instructional DVD. Instead it is a documentary on one of the
to recommend.
best magicians, Ricky Jay, that is targeted at the public. Don’t
let this fool you into thinking that there is nothing for you to
learn from the disc, however – there is plenty.
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puzzlecorner
Wordsearch

This word search contains the first names of every finalist in the Young Magician
of the Year 2019… Can you find them all?
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